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Science Superstars
30 Brilliant Women Who Changed the World
by Jennifer Calvert, illustrated by Octavia Jackson
Captivating profiles of STEM leaders to inspire tween girls
Girls need role models, and this book offers 30 world leaders in science to
inspire and motivate them. With fascinating profiles, fun facts, and original
illustrations, Science Superstars shows young girls that it's possible to achieve
great success in STEM fields by showcasing some of the women who have
done it.

Author Bio
JENNIFER CALVERT is a writer, editor, and all-around book-loving nerd.
When she's not highlighting the accomplishments of incredible young women,
you'll find her curled up with a soft cat and a hardcover. She is the author of
Teen Trailblazers.
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Jun 22/21
7.5 x 9.13 • 128 pages
9781250275264 • $24.50 • cl
YA NonFic / Science & Nature / History Of Science •
Ages 8-12 years

Notes

OCTAVIA JACKSON was drawn to illustration and printmaking after studying
Graphic Design in Chicago at DePaul University. She became passionate
about illustration when she saw the underrepresentation of women of color
like herself in the world of art. Geared with a sketchbook and a dream, she set
out to illustrate the colorful women, to champion social justice, and to speak
up for those who are underrepresented and left out. She now lives in Grand
Rapids, Michigan with her fiance and twocats.
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Roll It, Slice It, Mash It, Dice It!
Super Yummy Recipes for Kids
by Lisa O'Driscoll
A colorful, fun cookbook for foodie kids!
Kids love to cook, and parents are always looking for screen-free activities
that will keep their kids busy and active. This fun new cookbook offers easy,
creative recipes for kid-tested foods that will teach cooking (and cleanup!)
skills to children ages 6 and up.
From snacks to lunches to fun desserts, Lisa O'Driscoll's Roll It, Slice It, Mash
It, Dice It!: Over 75 Super Yummy Recipes for Kids helps children be more
independent while giving them a creative activity to enjoy.

Author Bio
St. Martin's Press
On Sale: Aug 17/21
7.5 x 9.13 • 176 pages
Includes color photographs throughout
9781250272492 • $26.99 • cl
Juvenile Nonfiction / Cooking • Ages 6-10 years

LISA O'DRISCOLL is a former kindergarten teacher and creator of the site
FunMoneyMom.com, where she shares recipes, crafts, and more. She enjoys
whipping up everything from family dinners to colorful desserts. Lisa has three
very eager helpers in her husband and two daughters, who love taste tasting
all her new recipes in their Florida kitchen.
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